Background
This snapshot shows the projected status of key humanitarian supply pipelines at the national and regional levels for relief items that are regularly stockpiled in Afghanistan or that are essential for emergency response between March and May 2022. The list does not include all humanitarian relief items. The full implications of the recent political transitions on the country's basic services and financial systems will take time to manifest, but initial indications already reveal a severe deterioration of the humanitarian crisis.

Key Messages
Between March and May 2022, critical WASH, Nutrition, Education and Health supplies are at risk of pipeline break due to funding shortfalls, import and transport delays, market availability and liquidity challenges. These supplies are needed urgently ahead of Spring seasonal flooding and disease outbreak risks. Given local procurement issues for certain items and lengthy transport lead times, additional funding to support early procurement and delivery of core supplies is crucial. This will mitigate against border delays and market disruptions and allow for pre-positioning of relief items in locations with high concentration of needs.

HEALTH

Main challenge: There is a high chance of a pipeline break of RH kits and supplies for primary health care due to funding shortfalls. Additionally, there is risk that stocks in pipeline may be delayed due to customs and border delays. The Health Cluster requires US$11.8 million to meet stock requirements from March to May 2022.

Interagency Emergency Health Kits (IEHK)
Projected requirements:
25,000 kits (25m people)

Stock in country: 2,921 kits (2.9m people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 22,371 kits (22.4m people)

Medicines/medical Supplies for Primary Health Care
Projected requirements:
500 kits (500,000 people)

Stock in country:
148 kits (148,000 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country):
612 kits (108,936 people)

Reproductive Health Kit
Projected requirements:
2,400 kits (427,200 people)

Stock in country: 59 kits (10,502 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 612 kits (108,936 people)

Pneumonia Kits
Projected requirements:
1,200 kits (120,000 people)

Stock in country: 65 kits (6,500 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country):
1,006 kits (100,600 people)

Cholera Kits
Projected requirements:
2,000 kits (200,000 people)

Stock in country: 113 kits (11,300 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country):
1,613 kits (161,300 people)

Trauma & Emergency Surgery Kits (TESK)
Projected requirements:
3,500 kits (350,000 people)

Stock in country: 788 kits (78,800 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country):
2,883 kits (288,300 people)

Legend
# kits - Surplus Stocks (in regions)
# kits - Projected Stock Gaps (in region)
## WATER, SANITATION & HYGIENE

### Main challenge:
Existing stocks of hygiene and water kits as well as chlorine tablets will run out mid-March, due to funding gaps, market availability and quality, and liquidity challenges faced by local suppliers. There is a funding gap of US$13.7 million for the procurement of supplies to meet the needs during period of March to May 2022.

#### Hygiene Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 143,088 kits (1,001,618 people)
- **Stock in country:** 21,745 kits (152,215 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):** 90,000 kits (209,970 people)

#### Surplus stocks and gaps in regions

- N: -21,852 kits
- CH: -4,650 kits
- SE: -12,432 kits
- NE: -12,558 kits
- C: -27,453 kits
- S: -16,842 kits
- W: -12,515 kits
- E: -13,041 kits

#### Chlorine Tablets

- **Projected requirements:**
  - 214m tablets (7,899,921 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):**
  - 200m tablets (2,400,000 people)
- **Surplus stocks and gaps in regions**
  - N: -31m tabs
  - CH: -7.2m tabs
  - SE: -19.8m tabs
  - NE: -23.8m tabs
  - C: -32.3m tabs
  - S: -26.9m tabs
  - W: -36.2m tabs
  - E: -18.2m tabs

#### Emergency NFI Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:** 19,588 kits (137,116 people)

#### Emergency Shelter Repair Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:** 10,772 kits (75,404 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):**
  - 586 kits (4,102 people)
  - 200m tablets (2,400,000 people)

#### Emergency Shelter Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 2,914 kits (20,399 people)
- **Stock in country:** 33,697 kits (235,879 people)
- **Supplies in capital (for further distribution):**
  - 7,161 Kits

#### Emergency NFI Kits

- **Projected requirements:**
  - 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:**
  - 19,588 kits (137,116 people)
- **Surplus stocks and gaps in regions**
  - N: -31m tabs
  - CH: -7.2m tabs
  - SE: -19.8m tabs
  - NE: -23.8m tabs
  - C: -32.3m tabs
  - S: -26.9m tabs
  - W: -36.2m tabs
  - E: -18.2m tabs

#### Emergency Shelter Repair Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:**
  - 10,772 kits (75,404 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):**
  - 586 kits (4,102 people)

## EMERGENCY SHELTER & NFI

### Main challenge:
Currently during reporting period of March to May 2022, there is not any significant funding or commodities gap for ESNFI cluster.

#### Emergency Shelter Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 2,914 kits (20,399 people)
- **Stock in country:** 33,697 kits (235,879 people)

#### Emergency NFI Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:** 19,588 kits (137,116 people)
- **Surplus stocks and gaps in regions**
  - N: -31m tabs
  - CH: -7.2m tabs
  - SE: -19.8m tabs
  - NE: -23.8m tabs
  - C: -32.3m tabs
  - S: -26.9m tabs
  - W: -36.2m tabs
  - E: -18.2m tabs

#### Emergency Shelter Repair Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:** 10,772 kits (75,404 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):**
  - 586 kits (4,102 people)

#### Emergency NFI Kits

- **Projected requirements:**
  - 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:**
  - 19,588 kits (137,116 people)
- **Surplus stocks and gaps in regions**
  - N: -31m tabs
  - CH: -7.2m tabs
  - SE: -19.8m tabs
  - NE: -23.8m tabs
  - C: -32.3m tabs
  - S: -26.9m tabs
  - W: -36.2m tabs
  - E: -18.2m tabs

#### Emergency Shelter Repair Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 6,200 kits (43,403 people)
- **Stock in country:**
  - 10,772 kits (75,404 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):**
  - 586 kits (4,102 people)
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### FOOD SECURITY & AGRICULTURE

**Main challenge:** There is no significant issue or risk for the Food Security and Agriculture Cluster between March to May 2022.

#### Food Commodities

- **Projected requirements:** 423,430 mt (17m people)
- **Stock in country:** 41,438 mt (4m people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):** 20,064 mt (2m people)

#### Supercereal

- **Projected requirements:** 15,084 mt (670,400 children/PLW)
- **Stock in country:** 106 mt (4,711 children/PLW)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):** 12,705 mt (564,667 children/PLW)

### NUTRITION

**Main challenge:** The key challenges for the Nutrition Cluster are delays in the transportation of supplies because of the lengthy customs, limited availability of vessels, COVID-19 pandemic and border clearance processes. There is a funding gap of US$31 million to ensure commodities are replenished ahead of anticipated gaps. The existing stocks of RUTF including supplies in the pipeline will cover the need through Q2 and a small portion of Q3 2022. However, to prepare the needs of Q3 and Q4, there is an urgent need to raise sales orders for procurement of RUTF.

#### Ready-to-use Therapeutic Food (RUTF)

- **Projected requirements:** 245,000 cartons (270,221 children)
- **Stock in country:** 34,428 cartons (37,972 children)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):** 568,201 cartons (626,692 children)

#### Ready-to-use Supplementary Food (RUSF)

- **Projected requirements:** 3,171 mt (352,333 children/PLW)
- **Stock in country:** 986 mt (109,556 children/PLW)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):** 2,453 mt (272,556 children/PLW)

### PROTECTION

The Protection Cluster has enough stocks in country for the current period, though they are facing some delays and has a risk of pipeline break due to suspension of cargo flights.

#### Dignity Kits

- **Projected requirements:** 45,787 kits (45,787 people)
- **Stock in country:** 77,165 kits (77,165 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):** 45,322 kits

#### Protection Kits

- **Projected requirements:**
  - N: 2,329 kits
  - S: 5,411 kits
  - E: 946 kits
  - CH: 1,875 kits
  - NE: -1,692 kits
  - SE: 5,000 kits
  - W: 9,679 kits

- **Stock in country:** 3,000 kits (945 people)
- **In pipeline (not yet in country):** 41,000 kits

#### Surplus stocks and gaps in regions

- **Supplies in capital (for further distribution):** 45,322 Kits
- **Surplus stocks and gaps in regions:**
  - N: -97,228 mt
  - NE: -33,409 mt
  - S: -47,638 mt
  - W: -25,120 mt
  - E: -38,367 mt
- **Protection Kits**
  - Stock in country: 3,000 kits
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 41,000 kits

---

**Feedback:** isis.sunwoo@un.org    www.unocha.org/afghanistan   www.reliefweb.int
EDUCATION

Main challenge: There is a high chance of pipeline breaks in March due to global logistic backlogs, including shipping container shortages, limited availability of stocks in local markets, and ongoing liquidity challenges.

Text Books Grade 1-4
- Projected requirements: 170,542 books (170,542 children)
  - Stock in country: 20,542 books (20,542 children)
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 150,000 books (150,000 children)

Blackboard Double-sided
- Projected requirements: 575 boards (17,250 children)
  - Stock in country: 575 boards (17,250 children)

Notebooks
- Projected requirements: 1m notebooks (1m children)
  - Stock in country: 366 notebooks (1,036 children)
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 1m notebooks (1m children)

High Performance Tents
- Projected requirements: 572 tents (34,320 children)
  - Stock in country: 72 tents (4,860 children)
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 500 tents (30,000 children)

White Chalk Box
- Projected requirements: 1m boxes (30m children)
  - Stock in country: 1,307 boxes (296,225 children)
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 1m boxes (30m children)

Pen/ball-point Box
- Projected requirements: 200,000 boxes (200,000 children)
  - Stock in country: 4,975 boxes (4,975 children)
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 200,000 boxes (200,000 children)

Recreation Kits
- Projected requirements: 1,073 cartons (48,285 children)
  - Stock in country: 73 cartons (3,285 children)
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 1,000 cartons (45,000 children)

White Chalk Box
- Projected requirements: 1m boxes (30m children)
  - Stock in country: 1,307 boxes (296,225 children)
  - In pipeline (not yet in country): 1m boxes (30m children)

In pipeline (not yet in country):
- 1m boxes (30m children)
- 500 tents (30,000 children)
- 170,542 books (170,542 children)
- 575 boards (17,250 children)
- 1,073 cartons (48,285 children)
- 1m notebooks (1m children)

Projected requirements:
- 170,542 books
- 572 tents
- 200,000 boxes
- 1,073 cartons
- 1m notebooks